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THE MAGAZINE

Thank you for supporting, our 45th issue of Bully Girl Magazine. This
Issue features Hillbillypimpin Kennels, Grand Champion “G-TRAIN”, on
the cover. As usual we’ve packed this issue with exclusive interviews,
brand new bully pics from around the globe, and informative articles
that will help you take care of your bully.
Stop by our booth at your local bully show, and take a picture in front
of our banner, for a chance to be featured in the next issue !!!
Bully Girl Magazine welcomes all bully breeds, and bully breed related products and services, to advertise in our magazine.
- American Bully’s
- American Pit Bull Terrier
- French Bulldogs, Old English Bulldogges, Shorty Bulls, Bullmastiffs
So email us to today at info@bullygirlmagazine.com.
Make sure you also check out the new BULLY BREED FASHION section
of the magazine, where you will see the latest in BGM and Bully Breed
Apparel.

THE WEBSITE

Make sure to visit our website at http://bullygirlmagazine.com, to
stay up-to-date on every thing that Bully Girl Magazine is doing. Our
website is fully interactive and allows you to:
- Create a Profile
- Upload and Share Pics and Videos
- Post to our FREE Bully Classifieds
- Chat with other Bully Enthusiasts
- Participate in weekly Contests & Giveaways
- View upcoming Bully Show dates
- Even earn money as a BGM Affiliate
So make sure to LOG ON today, and support the Bully Girl Magazine
movement.

BGM Socially
FACEBOOK
http://facebook.com/bgmmag

Krizadon’s Motocycle Garage
http://shopkrizadons.com

TWITTER
http://twitter.com/bullygirlmag or @bullygirlmag

YoungsTown Bullyz
http://youngstownbullyz.com

INSTAGRAM
http://instagram.com/bullygirlmag

K9 Bully Unit

http://k9bullyunit.com
Royalty Rentals
Team Daxwell
http://teamdaxwell.com
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From the Editor

YOUTUBE
http://youtube.com/bgmvideos1
BULLY GIRL MAGAZINE OFFICIAL WEBSITE
http://bullygirlmagazine.com
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Hot New 2014 Movie Titles, recommended for your viewing
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with Ervin Moore, founder of
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from their clothing line.
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Pics and info. of our Bully Girl
Magazine Facebook Contest
Winners.
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Why
Dogs
Lick
Their
Paws

H

ave you ever wondered why bully
breed dogs lick their paws? Paw
licking, sucking, and biting can
be the result of many different
things. Let’s explore each potential
cause of your paw epidemic and
the possible treatments to end it.
American bullys, French bulldogs,
American bulldogs, English bulldogs and Pit bull
breeds all fall on the list of breeds with the most skin
problems. Virtually 100% of paw lickers are either
purebred or crossbred. Dogs who are considered
“mutts”, or are made up of various breeds, account for
less than 5% of paw lickers.
Licking can be a sign of injury. Make sure to rule out
open cuts , injury, or broken bones, if your pet is
paying close attention to one paw. If there is no sign
of injury present and a single paw is being licked, this
usually points to a psychological factor. If all paws
are being licked, signs are most likely pointing to an
allergy or environmental trigger.
No matter what the cause for your dogs licking and
chewing sensation, it all ends up with the same problem. This is a licking sound that drives you nuts. They
often lick their paws raw, or chew off hair, leaving their
paws unsightly and extremely soar. Left untreated, this
can lead to serious consequences including infections,
and permanent hair loss. Infections will then cause
them to lick even more out of instinct to cure their
infection, and the cycle goes on and on.
Did you know that when you pet licks their endorphin
levels are raised ? Your dog may be addicted to the
opiate like feeling their brain is producing from them
licking. The goal is the find a solution to the licking
before your pet becomes addicted to the sensation
they get from their licking high.
Your dog may just be a compulsive licker. Some dogs
are bored or feel useless. Licking their paws gives
them something to do, it becomes their “Job”. Find
activities for your dog to do. You may just find that
giving your dog something better to do ends this
habit. Take your dog for walks, interact with them, and
give them ample attention and this may help end their
addiction to their paws.

By: Jennifer Carter
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Is your dog a nervous creature? He may be licking out
of anxiety. In this case something will trigger your dog
to begin the behavior of licking or chewing at their
paws. Vets will often suggest a muzzle or cone around
your dogs head to try to keep them from reaching
their paws. If this is indeed a stress issue, the muzzle or
cone is only going to further stress them out and they
aren’t going to understand why they are being punished. Leading to further anxiety and stress. Your better option is to soothe their nervousness. Turn on the
TV or radio when you leave the house. Sound reduces
your dogs stress level, because it drowns out the scary
outside noises they may obsess over until you return.
Assure them you’re coming back and try not to sneak
out unnoticed. Once they realize your gone, they are
going to panic. Give them something to occupy their
time while you’re gone. Soft chew toys will give them
something to focus on while watching Animal Planet,

and the time you’re away will go much faster.
Paw licking or chewing may be an environmental
cause. Your dog may be experiencing an allergic
relation to something. The first things to rule out in
your household are things you have recently changed
before the behavior began. Did you recently change
the soap you wash the dogs bed in, a new carpet
cleaning product etc.? If nothing has changed in your
household environment, the usual culprit is your dogs
diet. Many popular dog food products contain corn
wheat, and other grains which are known allergy causes in dogs. The meat by-products contained within
the mass produced dog foods, come from animals
that have been fed growth hormones, antibiotics, and
liquid methane to produce a cheaper faster useable
product. Because so many unhealthy agents are put
into mass produced dog foods, they are accountable
for huge numbers of skin and allergic relations within
dogs.
Many vets are not ready to change their thought process to agree that a raw diet is the proper way to feed
a dog. Sadly the vets would prefer to prescribe you
unnecessary, and in most cases ineffective, expensive
prescriptions to manage your dogs allergies. However
a natural raw diet for dogs in most cases will cure your
pet of his allergic reactions, and skin problems. Raw
diets contain no bi-products, no corn, wheat, or grain.
They do however, have a much higher protein ratio.
Within a few weeks of switching to a raw diet you will
see an overall improvement in your dogs appearance,
and more importantly his health. Many American Bully
owners have already switched to a raw diet, and have
spread the word throughout the community on all the
good it has done for their dogs. Talk to a friend and
you will be surprised to learn how many people have
made the switch, and speak very highly of it.
Pesticides in your yard or garden can often irritate
your dogs feet, causing serious allergies and reactions.
Try to use minimal pesticides in areas your dogs have
access to. Even pet friendly products can cause allergic
reactions.
Your dog may have allergies just like humans to pollen
and other seasonal allergens. Your dog may even be
allergic to your grass! Allergic reactions to inhaled
allergens will likely result in other areas of your dogs
body being affected, like their face, abdomen, and
genitals. To treat these types of allergies, Benadryl
is usually the safest method of treatment for dogs.
Check with your vet for proper dosage per your dogs
weight. A good topical treatment to use, is to dip
your pets feet in a bucket of water mixed with baking
soda whenever they come inside from the yard. This
removes any pollen and soothes their dry itchy paws.
1-2 tablespoons per gallon of water is the correct measurement if you want to give this method a try.
If you prefer an Herbal approach to your fight against
paw licking and sucking, Green Tea or Sage Tea soaks
can relieve skin irritation and prevent swelling. Dogs
sweat from their feet. To prepare your tea, simply boil
a cup of tea, allow it to cool and soak or wash your
dogs feet with the tea. Sage is an antiperspirant so it
will reduce the wetness, swelling, bacteria, and itching

on your dogs paws. Make sure to pat dry your dogs feet if using this
method. Warning Green tea can stain carpets so if you are trying this
method make sure your dogs paws are completely dry before letting
him run threw your living room! Rinsing you dogs paws with water
after applying the tea would negate the process, you need to let the
tea absorb and dry into your dogs paws.
Fungal infections on your dogs feet can only be diagnosed by a vet.
They often closely resemble allergies or bacterial infections. A simple
blood test or skin scraping can quickly narrow down the suspect list,
and rule out genetic disorders, to help come up with the best treatment plan. Fungal infection treatments, are prescribed oral medications. Do not use athletes foot cream or spray, as this can be toxic if
licked by your pet.
Many vets will prescribe steroids to treat your pets paw licking and
biting. Use of steroids should be a last effort. We don’t know exactly
how the steroids affect our dogs, because they cannot tell us. Topical
treatment, which would be best suited for humans, cannot be used

since our pets will eat them, and most oral treatments provide minimal
relief. Starting a steroid treatment may be something you will need
to continue for the rest of your pets life, so try to exhaust every other
method before going this direction.
It is always encouraged to consult with your vet when coming up with
a solution to your American Bully, Bulldog, or any other Bully Breeds
ailments. Your vet doesn’t have all the answers, nor do we. We do
encourage you to try herbal methods, and psychological changes like
toys and TV as noted above, and of course dietary changes, before
jumping into long term prescription and steroid use.
Boosting your pets immune system can help ward off susceptibility to
some allergic reactions. Fish Oil capsules are a good source of Omega
3 fatty acids, and are very good for your dogs nervous system, heart,
skin, and immune system. Many raw food diets already contain a fish
oil ingredient, however if you are sticking with your current diet, try
adding a Fish oil supplement into your daily routine. You may find it
improves your dogs overall health.
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DAXLINE WHITE BOY

BLUE BONE KENNEL
CHICHO

GENDER: MALE DATE OF BIRTH: 10/06/2013 BLOODLINE: DAXLINE STUD FEE: N/A
LOCATION: UTICA, NY TEL: (315) 235-8839 PHOTOGRAPHER: LEVAR D. CARTER

GENDER: MALE DATE OF BIRTH: 08/28/2013 BLOODLINE: RAZORS EDGE STUD FEE: $2500
LOCATION: NEW JERSEY TEL: (609) 440-4470 PHOTOGRAPHER: LEVAR D. CARTER
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Ervin
Moore

dogs because I’m always involved in the show,
in some way. Either i’m judging, hosting or
repping.
Where would you like to see the bully game 10
years from now?
I would like to see the bully game more
focused on breeding quality dogs, and seepeople stop being so disrespectful to one another.
If they would focus on their breeding program
and showing their dogs, the Bully Game will be
in great shape. I’ve seen a lot friendships lost
over dogs.

Founder of CHURCHLINE
RKC Judge
Man of God

What advice would you give to someone,
that is interested in getting involved with
the breed?
Do your homework before getting in this
game. If you want to be a breeder, find your
style and stick with it. If you want to be a
showmen, find the people who are doing
great in the ring, and pick their brains.
Who are some people in the bully game that
you would like to give a shout out to in this
interview?
First, I would like to give the biggest shout out
to my Lord and Saviour.
I would also like to give a big shout out to my
wife Sharon, she holds me down in everything
I do. Another shout out goes to The Congregation; Craig, Bisharo, Mike V, Anthony, Ray, and
Miguel. Those guys are rocking with the Vision
I have for the Church Bloodline. Also Fabian
and Chris, without them showing me a lot in
this game, I wouldn’t be were I am!
Do you have any other hobbies or interests?
Well it’s not a hobby, but I’m a Church Boy. I’m
very involved in my Church, which is Living
Waters Christian Ministries. My pastor is Jesse
Canty. He pushes me to keep doing better.
State your name and your involvement with
the breed?
Hello My name is Ervin Moore. I am a American
Bully breeder, and I am also an RKC Judge.
How long have you been an RKC judge, and
what inspired you to begin judging?
I’ve been judging with the RKC since the beginning, when it started, which is about 2 years
ago when it became a full registry. Before then
we were would just a kennel club, that hosted
shows for people to show their dogs.

Exclusive BGM
Interview
48

What are some of the main things RKC judges
look for in show dogs?
There are a few things we will look for, but we

mainly look for functional dogs. In the RKC, we
want the dog to be functional, with great movement, and show presence. You know, we see a
lot of dogs out there that can’t walk right, being
shown. These dogs should not be shown, and
should just be kept as pets. They are good dogs,
but they are just not show quality.
What would you say is one of the best things
about being an RKC judge?
Really, the best thing is the people you meet
from all parts of world. It seems like every show
that we have, is truly family oriented.
Have you noticed any general thing that can
be improved on by everyone that shows their
dogs?

Yes, the main thing I notice is that people are
not spending time with their dogs. I mean
true time with them. Sometimes the dog
loses because the owner or handler is doing
something that the dog is not use to. For
example, some of you might have seen a dog
named Rick Ross, or another named Boss
Hogg. When those dogs are in the ring, the
handler and the dog, are in sinc with each
other. This is because of the time that they
put in outside of the show ring.
You also host huge RKC shows yourself.
Tell our readers about that and what they
have to look forward to in 2014.
This year I’ve hosted 2 shows: The Southern
Classic 3 and The Bully Payback. They were
a huge success with the Southern Classic

bringing over 500 plus people and the Bully
Payback close to 300.
I will be throwing The Main Event 3, late this
year. In 2015 I’m planning on some big things
to go down. Be on the look out for a show
called “The Jump Off”.
Do you have a kennel or own any dogs?
Yes I do. My kennel is called Remyline The
Church. I own my boys King David and Da
Minister. I also have Group called the Congregation.
Do you currently show any of your dogs,
and are any of them RKC champions?

What motto do you live by?
Treat people like you want to be treated.
What do you think of Bully Girl Magazine?
The Bully Girl Team, has been a great asset to
the bully world. Especially in the RKC. They
are always helping to promote the shows, and
they provide great video coverage of every
event.
Big ups to LeVar, and the Bully Girl Team, for
giving us a place to show who we are. Thanks
for your time, and God Bless you all.

No sir. Unfortunately, I don’t get to show my
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY
LeVar D. Carter
MODEL
Twyla Simone Robinson
MAKE-UP BY
Bee Manning
CLOTHING BY
BGM Warehouse
www.bgmwarehouse.com

NO PUPBACKS
MENS / WOMENS TEE
BGM BLACK & RED SNAPBACK
W/ ALLIGATOR SKIN BRIM

$12.99 / $19.99
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CLOTHING BY
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BGM LOGO
WOMENS TEE

$12.99
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Twyla Simone Robinson
MAKE-UP BY
Bee Manning
CLOTHING BY
BGM Warehouse
www.bgmwarehouse.com

BULLY GIRL NAVY BLUE
WOMENS TEE
BGM NAVY BLUE
BULLY SNAPBACK CAP

$12.99 / $19.99
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